
Design Questionnaire 
(Send by email attachment to your editor) 

Name (exactly as you would like it to appear on the jacket): 

Title: 

As the person who is best familiar with the content of your book, we value your insight. These 
questions will aid in clarifying the message of your book, thus enabling one of our professional and 
award-winning book designers to communicate that message visually.       
Please communicate an idea, a visual metaphor, or any aspect of the book you think is necessary to 
address (or to avoid) in the cover design. 

Ideas to address: 

Ideas to avoid: 

Please select 2 or 3 words that reflect the tone of the book so that the designer can respond to them 
in the design. You may choose from the words below or list your own. 

amusing  classic      conservative dark 

        edgy 

       authoritative      

            elegant        flashy

       minimal           natural        ornate 

  historical       

religious  

light 

retro 

loud 

scholarly 

       spirited         spiritual          subtle         uplifting/positive        dynamic 
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Color(s) 
In rare cases, there may be colors that are inappropriate. Please list those, if applicable, and explain 
why. If there are no color restrictions, then please select that option.  

        No color restrictions             Colors to avoid:     

Similar Books 
Please list 2 or  3 other books (including authors) written for the same audience as your book, 
regardless of whether or not you like them visually.  

Covers I like 
Are there any cover designs that you like, even if they are not related to your book’s subject? 
Please list titles and authors. This can give us an idea of what you prefer aesthetically. 
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